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O Cued Speech

• Based on the linguistic 
principles of spoken language

• Composed of eight hand 
shapes and eight hand 
placements

• Easily learned in a matter of 
days with fluency 
development in less than a 
year

American Sign Language

OA separate language from 
English with different 
grammatical structures and 
vocabulary

OLarge variety of hand shapes 
and hand placements

OConsidered a foreign language 
in the educational setting 



Why did I choose to learn to cue first?

I could learn to cue and speak simultaneously, therefore 

communicating with both Max and Cole at exactly the same time and 

using exactly the same words.  

Cued Speech is based on the linguistic principles of spoken 

language.  In other words, the phonemes of cued American English 

matches the phonemes (or speech sounds) of spoken American 

English.   I already knew how to speak English and I did not know 

how to sign.



Learning to Cue

Most people can learn the system in a matter of days.

Learning to cue is a completely different process than learning 
to sign.

Cognitive effort is focused on coding, not learning a new 
language.  It’s a manual skill very much like learning how to use 
a keyboard.



Consonant + Vowel = handshape 
+ hand placement

Cue consonant and vowels in 
pairs when possible

“cat’ - /ka t/, “banana’ - /buh 
na nuh/ 

adam’s apple - /a duh mz a p l/



CUE 

CAMPS



Educational Evaluations 
in Fall 2008 confirmed 

that Cued Speech 
worked for Max

What does it look for us?

Home

School

Friendships

Family

Out in the World



Cued Speech 
Resources

www.dailycues.com

-learning to cue

-www.cuedspeech.org

- advocacy and other resources 

www.cuedspeech.com

- Cued Speech Discovery Bookstore

www.cueeverything.com

- Featured CueMedia

www.facebook.com/groups/cuedspeech

- Network of cuers who can answer 
questions

Lisa Weiss

coloradocues@gmail.com


